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CllAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Significance of the Problem
One of the problems encountered in education is the inability
of some intelligent children to learn to read. They are reported to
have no visual or auditory problems as far as the usual screening and
testing show. They desire, or at least desired at one tiTne, to learn.
Yet, in spite of one or more years of instruction in reading, they are
unable to read.
Educators everywhere are challenged by this phenomenon and
are seeking to find reasons for its occurance and ways to overcome it~
It has been noted that some children afflicted with dyslexia, although
not at all brain-injured, do react in ways similar to the brain-injured
while engaged in activities requiring sensory-motor, perceptual-motor,
and visual-motor skills. These children are defined as the perceptually
handicapped. l
In' the last fev..~ decades there have been varied attehlpts to
learn 1110rC about the lilotor skills and their iLlpact on the learner. It
was in the light of this interest that the present study was made in
the hope of clarifying the relationship of one type of motor skill,
IJay }1. Yanoff, "Understanding, Evaluating and Educating
Children "(vith Perceptual Handicaps," Institute, Ripon, Wis., 1Iarch,1969.
1
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known as sensory-motor, with that area of reading termed reading
readiness.
Statement of the Problem
The problem of this research was to determine the re-
lationship of the sensor-motor skills to reading readiness.
The specific objectives included an attempt to find the
answers to the following questions:
1. Do the sensory-motor skills have a definite correlation with
reading readiness?
2. Do the sensory-motor skills have any value in predicting
reading achievement?
Scope and Limitations
This research involved fifty first grade entrants of a
parochial school in the Milwaukee area. This number represented
students exclusive of those repeating first grade.
As a measure of the sensory-motor skills testing was
limited to items l5B-2lB
l
(Sensory-motor Integration) in A Psycho-
educational Inventory of Basic Learning Abilities. 2
Testing of reading readiness ,-vas limited to the adIuinis-
trati-on of T11e Clylaer-Barrett Prereading Battery, Form /.\.3
1
Section B is for children five to eight years old.
2
Robert E. Valett, A Psychoeducational Inventory of Basic
Learning Abilities (Palo Alto: Fearon Publishers, 1968), pp. 5-11~
3Theodore Clymer and Thomasl~b7~arrett, Prereading Battery,
Form A {Princeton: Personnel PresS, ·
3
The sensory-motor tests were administered individually during
the first two weeks of the school term (September, 1969), and the test
for reading readiness was given during the second week.
Significance
The significance of this study lay in the importance of the
sensory-motor skills in preparing a child for the learning situation
of reading.
It was hoped that through this study. parents might be helped
to understand the value of the sensory-motor skills to academic learning
and that teachers would find assistance in evaluating and developing each
child's readiness for formal reading instruction.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Development of Sensory-motor Skills
Development of sensory-motor skills actually begins before the
child's birth. When the fetus kicks and turns it is developing skills
which form the foundations for all other skills. The learning process
begins in the womb and continues at birth--but with great differences.
During the intra-uterine period, the infant organism has
achieved certain equilibria which permit all of the complex parts
and processes which together made up its whole to work in harrnony
and to integrate together in such a way that the whole goes for-
ward with a minimum of interference. These relationships have been
achieved for the most part without direct action of its own. They
result from the process of development i'n line "lith its predeterluined
course and are almost entirely outside the control of the developing
organism.
At birth, a completely different condition arises. The infant
organism is suddenly thrust into a strange new world. He now has the
responsibility of maintaining the function of his many complex sys-
tems. . . . No longer does the developmental process alone insure
the proper outcome but this process must now be supplemented and elab-
orated by activities of his o~~. These new responsibilities must be
assumed in tfte midst of a new environment. 11e lllUSt play the gaIne of
life in a field he has never seen, with rules \V'hicll he does not know. l
The growth of skills from infancy to early childhood is tre-
rnenuous. Vision, hearing, and mobility a~e at first gross and ill-defined.
The arms and legs are manipulateu in large, undirected l!lovement:~. Vision
is globular and hearing is unsorted. Gradually, lllovements becolue TI10re
directed. In the same vein the child begins to sort out colors and shapes.
-----_._-------
lA. StrJUSS and L Leht inen, Ps~1.£Pnthology ~11.-c!._Ec1uc"?-!_~~~f
El!.c l~r~i~.::!:.Ejured Child (He\v York: Grune and Stratton) Inc., 191~7), p. 47.
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Sounds become recognizable and the infant is able to proceed from
babbling to imitations of particular sounds.
Movement at first is bilateral, that is, both sides of
the body move together. If the organism develops with no hindrance
it learns to use one side without moving the other side in due time.
By trial and error co-ordination is achieved and what Valett describes
as the map of internal space is developed. This makes it possible for
the child to operate smoothly with either hand or leg alone or with
both hands and legs.!
During this period, which is one of exploration, the child
also seeks to discover his relationship to objects outside of himself.
He learns to sense up and do,~, front and back, over and under, left and
right. Valett describes this as the map of external space. At the sarna
time he cautions the reader not to confuse these qualities with handed-
ness and naming left and right. 2
Position is changed from horizontal to vertical and locolilotion
evolves from creeping to walking. It is during this stage that one of
the basic factors for learning is acquired. This is body-balance which
is outwardly manifested by posture. The importance of posture to the
learning process is pointed out by Radler and Kephart:
The underlying TII0Venlent pattern out of \.,hich all motor behavior
flows is posture. • . • In order to maintain any posture at all--
good or bad--we must balance the forces exerted by muscles on one
side of the body against those exerted by their oppo~.:;itc lll11nbers.
In turn, our nervous systen1S sense this balance or Idek of it) and
lRobert E. Valett, PrograJ!!!I1ill&. Learn!..!}lL.Q..isibi)~j.ties. (Palo




hasten to make adjustments so that we maintain a chosen position
and don't fall flat on our faces. The zero point of this nerve-
muscle balance--the center of the scales, as it were is the mid-
line of the body: one's own center of gravity.!
Relationship of Sensory-motor Skills
To Intellectual Development
~lany teachers, pediatricians and psychiatrists know well the
influence posture and body-balance have on the development, not only
of the motor skills, but skills on a higher intellectual level. That
the body and psyche exert strong influence on one another is the
subject of much discussion and study. Implications of this relation-
ship may well be of vast importance.
It is thought that the :~sensory-motor skills are developed and
learned--emphasis on the idea tl1at. they are le~rned. Some, basing their
ideas on the studies of Piaget, claim the sensory-motor skills as a part
of intellectual development. Referring to this body of investigators,
ICrippner says:
Although the efforts of these investigators have met with vary-
ing degrees of opposition (Frostig is probably least controversial~
Delacato, the most controversial), a growing body of research lends
support to their assertions. Furthermore, their contentions some-
times seem to be eclloes of the writings of Piaget, who has traced
the connection between perceptual knowledge, motor activity, and
abstract thinking; of Hebb, who has explained the relationships of
various neurological levels to learning ..•• 1
Referring to the relationship of the sensory-motor activities
to those of the intellect, Valett conlffients:
In. H. Radler and Newell c. Kephart, Success th~0l!.gh Pl~..
(New York and Evanston: Harper and Row Publishers, 1960). p. 29.
2Stanley Krippner, "Evaluating Pre Readiness Approaches to
Reading, 11 ~d~~.2.!ion, LXXXVII (Septenlber, 1966), pp. 12-19.
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The basic learning abilities encompass the range of develop-
mental and intellectual skills from gross~otor tasks through high
level social skills. It is important to recognize that gross
motor, sensory-motor and perceptual-motor skill development is pre-
requisite to success in the higher-level language- and conceptual.
skills that comprise the bulk of school curricular offerings.
Piaget has provided ample documentation of elementary intellectual
componants in these more basic learning tasks and has aptly la-
beled them "sensorimotor intelligence 1J and "preoperational tr in-
tellectual stages of development. Intelligence, then, evolves to
the stages of concrete and formal operations necessary for the
accomplishment of complex intellectual tasks. l
Kephart points out that mental and physical activities are
quite closely related and motor activities playa major role in intel-
lectual development. To a large extent, higher forms of behavior de-
velop out of and have their roots in motor learning. Referring to this
develoment he says, "The early motor or musclular responses of the
c4ild. which are the earliest behavioral responses of the human pr-
ganism, represent the beginnings of a long process of development and
learning."2
"t:Learning, being the systematic process that it is, develops
in stages. Each stage is, to a large extent, dependent on the earlier
stages. If one skill has not been developed or has developed poorly,
it is quite impossible to acquire the more complex skills.
Wolinsky, in his critical analysis of Piaget's concepts,
remarks:
The theory shows perceptual activity as an intimate part of
the sensory-motor period and total sensory-motor intelligence with
"intelligence" (or cognitive thought) not resulting until the child
frees hiInself froul the inunediacies of perceptlial and motor activity
so that he is able to concentrate on activities involving higher
lRobert E. Valett, Programming Learning Disabilities. (Palo
Alto, California: Fearon Publishers, 1967), pp. 12-13.
2Newell C. Kephart, The Slow Learner in t~e Classroon~ (Co-
lumbus: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc. 1960)t p. 35.
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mental processes. • • • Earlier it was noted that perception is
tied up with sensory-motor activity and as such is basically not
an act of intelligence. It might be said that possibly what is
seen in the behavioral activity of a brain-injured child is the
activity of a child who has not completed the sensory-motor stage
in certain areas, and who is attempting to build acts of intelli-
'gence on a structrue that is not yet free of the demands of a
sensory-motor period. l
Jersild sets the usual time of sensory-motor development
from "about birth to twenty-four months.,,2
Smith, citing the physical development of hearing and the
ability to differentiate between persons and objects as the pre-
requisites to visual and auditory perception, says that, tiThe or-
iginal roots of perception are the sensory organs."3
Implications for Educators
The evidence of the relationship between the sensory-motor
and the higher aspects of the intellect is of significant value to
educators. Valett, commenting on Guilford's structure of intellect in
relation to the development of the sensory-motor skills, states that
Guilford's structure includes figural and behavioral operations not
recognized in traditional educational programs. He continues:
His (Guilford's specifications of intellectual content and
products should prove helpful to educators in relating goals to
intellectual components that, when recognized at certain evolu--
tionary-deve1opmental stages, may have obvious curricular impli~
IC. \~olinsky, "Piaget's Theory of Perception: Insights
for Educational Practices with Children \"ho llave Perceptual Diff icultics,"
!raining ~chool Bulletin LXII No.1, (May, 1966), p.20.
2A. T. Jersild, Child P~~hology_~ (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice IIa11, Inc., 1968), p. 106.
3Nila Banton Smith, f:.eaE-~~_tru_~ti_~.E.-!.~-1'_~~~~~.
Cl~.:~_~dJ;_~~~_ (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, rI1C., 1963), p. 40.
cations. l
Teachers everywhere are bewildered by the apparently intelli-
gent child who appears unable to learn certain educational skills, such
as reading. Emotional and physical health are unimpaired. Vision and
hearing are normal. Yet, failure is the result of even the best tra-
ditional instruction. In many cases the reason for this failure is
faulty perception resulting from a lack of proper development in the
area of the sensory-motor skills.
Many children are coming into our schools lacking in basic
perceptual-motor skills. As a result of this basic lack, they
are less able to participate in the formal educational activites
which are arranged for them and they are less able to learn from
these activities. They become slow learners in the classroom.
For many of these children, artificial means may have to
be devised to provide additional practice in perceptual-motor
skills. We may have to arrange for additional experimentation
extending that which we are accustomed to assume has been ade-
quate. We may have to bring the equivalent of ladders to climb,
fences to walk, or horses to ride into the classroom and help the
child to build up the sensory-motor skills which are required bY2
the more complex activities of reading, writing, and arithmetic.
Frostig maintains that: "Without good motor coordi11ation a
child is h-andicapped not only on tIle playground, but may also be re-
tarded in all his learning.,,3
Krippner, eluding to the necessity of introduci.ng educational
programs 'vhich take into account the importance of a progressive devel-
opment of skills says, "Readiness is an essential factor in any- phase
lRobcrt E. Vale t t, P_~.?J.;E~nll~iI]-..\~ Lea~nin8 _Rj_sib_~!..~_t:..~~_~. (Palo
Alto: Fearon PUblishers, 1967), p. 13.
2Ne'vell C. Kephart, The Slow Learner in the Classroom. (Co~­
lumbus: Cllarles E. l-1errill 130-61<'5, Inc., 19-60). 'p-P:T6=l~--
3M• Frostig, Education of Children with Learning Disibilities,"
fuiu~in~h~d~_wit~e~nin~isi~e (New York: Appleton-
Century-Croft, 1967), p. 388.
appear. •
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of learning. If an individual is to learn, some foundation for that
learning must be established •••• reading ability does not suddenly
1
Readiness tests which are commonly used in school to deter-
mine whether or not a child will be able to profit from formal instruc-
tion are useful, yet they do not in themselves give the teacher insights
as to where or what level of instruction will be profitable to the pre-
reading child. On this point Kephart states:
When a child enters school, certain abilities and certain
degrees of skill in various types of activity are assumed. In
arranging the prescribed series of experiences which represent
the school curriculum, it is necessary that a starting point, a
level of ability which can be used as a base, be agreed upon!
Since the school is designed primarily for the so-called normal
child, it is logical that this base should assume the abilities
which the average child develops when he begins his school ex-
perience.
The basic assumption of the school is tested and the ex-
tent to which each child meets the assumption is examined through
the use of readiness tests and similar devices. The skills and
abilities represented in the readiness test, however, do not rep-
resent the starting point of learning for the child as they do for
the school. These abilities are themselves the result of a long
series of learnings. They are the culmination of a very exten-
sive and rapid period of learning throughout the pre-school years. 2
Educators are beginning to recognize the increasing need for
physical and sensory-motor development. Valett comments that:
In recent years increasing emphasis has been placed on the
organization of systematic sensory-motor and perceptual training
programs as a fundamental part of special education. With the
growing awareness that children's abilities develop in a progres-
sive manner as a result of tIle interplay of maturation and experi-
ence, attempts are now being made to provide the child with a
healthful early environment, proper stinlulation, and appropriately
lStanley Krippner, "Evaluating Pre-Readiness Approaches to
Reading," Education. LXXXVII (September, 1966), pp. 12-19.
2Newell C. Kephart, The Slow Learner in the Classroom. (Co-
lumbus: Cllarles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1960). p. 19 •..-----
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planned educational experiences. It has finally been recognized
by most eductors that much prior preparation and development are
necessary before a child can successfully learn typical school
subjects requiring reading, writing, and arithmetic. Evidence
has shown that most children with specific learning disabilities
have, or had, some sensory-motor and/or perceptual dysfunction
requiring remediation. In the author's opinion sensory-motor
and perceptual skills are primary developmental requisites to
higher forms of learning--before man walks, he must crawl; be-
fore understanding wllat he hears t he mus.t_·_leatn~tQ attend..:.and
listen; before reading, he must discriminate visually and aurally,
before speaking he must babble; before conceptualizing, he must
meaningfully relate varied experiences; and before reaching so-
cial maturity, he must struggle through stages of self and social
awareness. l
Success in helping children to achieve through reteaching
of the basic skills and even by neurological reorganization, depend-
ing on the nature of the perceptual difficulty, has been reported by
too many investigators to be ignored by educators.
lRobert E. Valett, Programming Learning Disibilities. (Palo
Alto: Fearon Publishers, 1967). pp. 129-130.
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
Selection of Subjects and Tests
Beginning on September 4, 1969, A Psychoeducational Inven-
toryl (Items 15B--21B) was administered to fifty children entering
first grade at Mother of Perpetual School in Milwaukee. Children
repeating first grade were not included in the study. Th18 test was
chosen because of its form which permits the administration of sec-
tions of the test without affecting evaluation, and because of the
simplicity of the tasks and the equipment needed.
Also, during the week of September, 9, 1969, The Clymer-
Barrett Pr~reading Batter~,Form A2 was administered to the same sub-
j'ects in order to determine the degree of reading readiness reached
by each child. On the basis of scores yielded by this test each child
was ranked from those most prepared for reading instruction to those
least prepared.
The Testing Program
The Clymer-Barrett Prereading Battery was administerd to
lRobert E. Valett, A Psychoeduca~ional Inventory of Basic
Leat;niE..B Abilities, (Palo Alto: Fearon Publishers, 1968).
2
Theodore Clymer and Thomas C. Barrett, Prereading Battery,
Form A. (Princeton, N.J.: Personnel Press, 1967).
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groups of four to ten subjects by the two first grade teachers. This
test consists of six subtests organized into three categories: Visual
Discrimination, Auditory Discrimination, and Visual-motor Coordination.
Each task is described by the authors as follows:
Task l--Recognition of Letters. A twenty-five item task de-
signed to measure the visual discrimination and knowledge of twenty-
five lower case and ten capital letters of the alphabet. In this
task, each item requires the pupil to locate and mark, from among
five alternative choices, which matches the stimulus word.
Task 2--}~tching Words. A twenty item task designed to
measure the ability to see likenesses and differences in words.
In this instance, each item requires the pupil to locate and
mark the word, from among four alternative choices, which matches
the stimulus word.
Task 3--Disc~iminationof Beginning Sounds in Words. A task
consisting of twenty items designed to measure the ability to hear
likenesses and differences in initial sounds of words. In this
task, each item requires the pupil "to locate and mark, from among
three alternative choices, the picture whose name begins with the
same sound as the name of the stimulus picture. It should be noted
that the teacher pronounces the names of the pictures in each item
to avoid ambiguity in names.
Task 4--Discrimination of Ending Sounds in Words. A twenty
item task designed to measure the ability to hear likenesses and
differences in the final sounds in words. This task places the
same requirements on the pupil and the teacher as Task 3, with
the exception that it deals with ending sounds in words rather
than beginning sounds in words. It should be noted that ending
sounds in this instance are for the most part rhyming SOUIlds as
well.
Task_~-?hape Completion. A twenty item task designed to
measure the nhility to complete a mutilated geometric shape when
a completed shape is in view. In this task, each item consists
of a pair of drawings, one that is complete and one that is in-
complete, and requires the pupil to complete tile incomplete shape
in each pair by dra\"ing in the Inissing lines.
Task 6--Copy-A-Sentence. A task designed to determine the
ability·toperceive the order of letters in words, the groupings
of letters which make up the words, and the sequence of words in
a sentence and to demonstrate his perceptual accuracy by copying
14
1the sentence in the space provided for this purpose.
Also included in the battery but not used for this study
is a Prereading Battery Scale.
All subjects had completed the Clymer-Barrett Prereading
Battery by September 15, 19~9.
A Psychoeducational Inventory was administered by the
writer in the afternoons to each subject individually. All tasks
were evaluated by the examiner according to the skill, ease, and
cooperation exhibited by the subject. Each subject was tested in -
five to ten minutes. The items consisted of the following:
Itelu'lSB--Balance and Rhythm: The ability to maintain
gross -~11d fine motor balance and to move rllythmically. "Stand
on your tiptoes and run in a circle."
Item 16B--Body-spatial Organizatjon: The ability to moveone's body in an integrated way around and through objects inthe spatial environment. "Climb up on this chair and squat likethe figure in this picture." (Show picture in the workbook.)
Item 17B--Reaction-Speed Dexterity: The ability to respondefficiently to general directions or assignments. Hl-Iake as manymarks like this </) in this box (see workbook) as fast as you canuntil I tell you to stop." (Allow 60 seconds.)
Item 18B--Tactile Discrimination: The ability to identifyand match objects by touching alld feeli-ng. "Put your hand inthis bag and give me the nail. 1I (Bag contains nail, stick, andpencil.)
Item 19B--Directionality: The ability to know right fromleft, up from down, forward from backward, and directional ori-entation. "Touch the floor with your right ha11d. I~ow shake yourleft foot."
Item 20B--Laterality: The ability to integrate one's·sensory-lnotor contactw-rth the envirorunent through establishrnentof homolateral hand, eye, and foot dominance. "Hand me that pen-cil. Cut this paper in two. Print your first name here."
1
Theodore Clymer and Thomas C. Barrett, Prereading Batte~,Form A. (Princeton: Personnel Press, 1967). p. 6.
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Item 21B--Time Orientation: The ability to judge lapses in
tiine and to be aware of time concepts. "Jump up and down as I clap
my hands."l
Scoring the Tests
The reading test was checked and scored by the two first grade
teachers and their assistants with the exception of item six which was
scored by the writer. Raw scores were used in determining the dgree of
readiness and the readiness rank of each subject. The highest possible
score was 120. The subject ranking first scored 118.
The sensory-motor 51<.i11s were scored by the writer. l1 he
sensory-motor items were judged individually according to an evaluation
scale devised by the autllor of the inventory. This scale ranges from
very weak to very strong. In order to make it possible to use these
scores to compute a correlation each range was converted by the writer
to a number ranging from 1 for very weak to 5 for very strong. (See
Table 1.)
TABLE 1
ITEM RATINGS CONVERTED TO SCORES
Ratings Scores
Very weak................. 1
\veak. • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . . • . • • • 2
Averilge. • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • . • 3
Strong. • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • 4
Very strong............... 5
lRobert E. Valett, A Psychoeducational Inventory of Basic
Learning Abilities. (Palo Alto: Fearon Publishers, 1968).
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The 7 scores of the inventory were totaled for each subject
and the total score was used for the computation. The highest total
score possible was 35. The subject with the highest score had 30.
CHAPTER IV
INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Analysis of All Reading Scores with Sensory-Motor Skills
The data for the two tests were processed according to the machine
formula for computing correlations. The raw scores of the two tests and the
totals needed for the computation to find correlation may be found in Table
2. 1 Study of Table 2 reveals a tendency for high scorers in the reading test
to be l1igh scorers in the sensory-motor inventory, and low scorers in the
reading test to be low scorers in the sensory-motor inventory. Subjects who
scored between the two extremes showed more unpredictability in the sensory-
motor skills.
Table 3, on this page, shows the totals of the data in Table 2 used
to find the degree of correlation. These data yielded a moderate positive
correlation of . 61.
TABLE 3








1See Table 2 in the Appendix.
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This moderate correlation is due to the number of middle
scores which were not matched according to highness or lowness of
rank.
Analysis of High and Low Reading Scores
with Sensory-motor Skills
The ten top reading readiness scores and the ten lowest
reading readiness scores were then correlated with their respective
scores in the sensory-motor inventory. Table 4 shows the totals of
the first ten and the last ten scores listed in Table 2 which is 10-
cated in the Appendix. These data yielded a high positive correlation
of .97.
TABLE 4








This high correlation was influenced by the absence of the
middle 30 scores which sho\ved less tendency to match their partner
scores in highness or lowness of rank.
Implications for Educators
The moderate correlation of .61 for the analysis of alISO
pairs of scores compared wi tll the high correlation of .97 f or the
19
analysis of the 20 pairs of scores representing the 10 top pairs of
scores and the 10 bottom pairs of scores indicates that the develop-
ment of the sensory-motor skills is only fairly reliable in the pre-
diction of reading success for those of average readiness, but is
highly effective in predicting readers of higher than average or
lower than average reading potential. Here it should be noted that
the highest degrees of sensory-motor development seem to indicate
a well-developed preparation for reading instruction, and the lO\vest
degrees of sensory-motor development seem to indicate a poorly de-
veloped preparation for reading instruction. Moderately high and
tnoderately low sensory-motor development does not indicate the de-
gree of readiness as often or as accurately as do the extreme scores.
More research is needed in this area to find to what extent sensory-
motor development and .readiness for reading instructuon are related,
and what specific excercises of sensory-motor development are most
closely related to reading readiness. Also, research is needed to
find what factors, if any, reading readiness and sensory-motor de·-




It was the purpose of this research to determine the relation-
ship of the sensory-motor skills to teading readiness. It was hoped that
this study would answer the following questions:
1. Do the sensory-motor skills have a definite correlation
with reading readiness?
2. Do the sensory-motor skills have any value in predicting
reading achievement?
Procedures
This research was conducted in the second and third weeks of
the 19~9 fall term at Mother of Perpetual Help School in Milwaukee. It
involved fifty pupils enrolled for the first time in grade one. The
Clymer-Barrett Prereading Battery~ Form A was administered to groups of- _.- ._~._-._-_._._---
four to ten children, and the Sensory-motor section (items l5B--2lB) of
A Psychoeducational Inventory2 was administered individually.
When computed according to the machine formula for correlation
------_.._-------
ITheodore Clymer and Thomas C. Barrett, Prereading Battery, Form A.--_._-_._---_.__._-------




the data yielded a correlation of .61 for all fifty pupils. For the
ten top scorers and the ten lowest scorers of the reading achievement
test the data yielded a correlation of .97.
Conclusions and Implications
Wheras development of the sensory-motor skills is of less
value in predicting a child's readiness to learn to read when applied
generally, it is of great value in identifying those children who are
very highly or very poorly oriented to the reading process, as measured
by the Clymer-Barrett Battery.
~estions for Further Research
The results of this research indicate a need for further
study of the relationship of the sensory-motor skills to the reading
process. It is suggested that a study be made on the sensory-motor
development of students who are more advanced in reading, possibly
second or third graders.
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DATA FOR GENERAL ANALYSIS
_._--
R.R. (X) S-M. (Y) Xy X2 y2
118 30 3540 13924 900
118 29 3422 13924 841
118 28 3304 13924 784
116 21 2436 13456 441
115 26 2990 13225 676
113 24 2712 12769 576
108 25 2700 11664 625
106 26 2756 11236 675
106 24 2544 11236 576
106 18 1908 11236 324
102 25 2550 10404 625
101 25 2525 10201 625
100 20 2000 10000 400
100 27 2700 10000 729
100 24 2400 10000 576
97 17 1649 9409 289
97 25 2425 9409 625
95 22 2090 9025 484
95 27 2565 9025 729
94 27 2538 8836 729
92 24 2208 8464 576
91 19 1729 8281 361
91 21 1911 8281 441
89 23 2047 7921 529
89 19 1691 7921 361
89 19 1691 7921 361
83 17 1411 6889 289
82 23 1886 6724 529
81 20 1620 6561 400





Pupil R.R. (X) S-~l. (Y) Xy ~ X2 , y2
-........-
31 77 23 1771 5929 529
32 75 20 1500 5625 400
33 73 ],8 1314 5329 324
3~ 72 23 1656 5184 529
35 68 22 1495 4624 484
36 65 17 1105 4225 289
37 64 13 832 4096 169
38 61 18 1098 3721 324
~.39 60 21 1260 3600 441
40 55 17 935 3025 289
·41 55 10 550 3025 100
42 55 22 1210 3025 484
43 53 19 1007 2809 361
44 51 19 969 2601 361
45 51 24 1224 2601 576
46 50 15 7501 2601 225
47 49 21 1029 2500 441
48 47 21 987 2209 441
49 39 21 819 1521 441
50 34 15 ..·510 1156 225
---
Total 4124 1077 91764 367156 24039
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Mother of Perpetual Help Convent
5427 West Villard Avenue
Milwaukee 18, Wisconsin
Dear Sister:
Thank you for your letter of interest in the
Clymer-Barrett Battery. Three packages of Form A (25 tests/
package) are on their way to you. Each contains also a
manual, key and class, record sheet.
In the manual you will find, I think, all the technical
information needed for your paper. It is published for use
and you are welcome to it. You may quote from the manual
also, using the standard sort of credit line. I've enclosed
a copy of' one report on this test that has been published. I
hope it's helpful.
We would be very pleased if you'd send a copy of your
findings when the paper is done. Meanwhile, please write
to me' personally if I can be of further help in your work.





FEARON PUBLISHERS 21{)5 PARK BLVD.• PALO ALTO. CALIFOllNIA 9,1306. TELEPIIONE: 327·8550
July 14, 1969
Sis ter Le la i'.~arie
!,1other of Perpetu.al Help Convent
5427 V·Jest Villard Avenue
t/ulwa.ukee 18, Wis consin
Dear Sister Lela 1,larie:
Perwission is granted to copy the B items 15-21 (Sensory-
motor Integration) in J\ PSLcl1oeducational Inventory- of
]3asi c _Le~:r:.E!.:1--E.f2bili tic:~ by Ro1)crt E. Va.lett for non-
cor~lercial use only.
Sincerely:
~ II!eI~7qtl~~)
Ka.y ~tl. Christoph.er
Executive Secretary
to
Daniel J. ICotans}cy
President
kc
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